The effect of an exposure on survival can be biased when the regression model is misspecified. Hazard difference is easier to use in risk assessment than hazard ratio and has a clearer interpretation in the assessment of effect modifications. Methods: We proposed two doubly robust additive hazards models to estimate the causal hazard difference of a continuous exposure on survival. The first model is an inverse probability-weighted additive hazards regression. The second model is an extension of the doubly robust estimator for binary exposures by categorizing the continuous exposure. We compared these with the marginal structural model and outcome regression with correct and incorrect model specifications using simulations. We applied doubly robust additive hazard models to the estimation of hazard difference of long-term exposure to PM 2.5 (particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter less than or equal to 2.5 microns) on survival using a large cohort of 13 million older adults residing in seven states of the Southeastern United States. Results: We showed that the proposed approaches are doubly robust. We found that each 1 μg m −3 increase in annual PM 2.5 exposure was associated with a causal hazard difference in mortality of 8.0 × 10 ), which was modified by age, medical history, socioeconomic status, and urbanicity. The overall hazard difference translates to approximately 5.5 (5.1, 6.0) thousand deaths per year in the study population.
M ultiplicative hazards models are the most commonly used approach for survival data analysis. 1 They assume that the same increment in exposure will have larger impacts in populations with higher baseline hazards. In some circumstances, it may be more reasonable to assume that the effect of the exposure is to increase mortality rates by the same increment regardless of baseline and to test additive effect modifications to identify characteristics of people at higher risk. Additive hazards models, which aims to estimate hazard differences, can address these issues. 2, 3 Compared with hazard ratios, hazard differences can be used in risk assessment without requiring additional data to estimate the baseline rates and are more comprehensible to general audience. Effect modification on additive scale incorporates information about the potential differences in baseline hazards between subgroups, whereas effect modification on multiplicative scale does not. A lower ratio for a common cause of death may imply a greater increase in risk of dying than does a larger ratio for a rare cause of death. Therefore, ratios need to be interpreted more cautiously, particularly when they are not presented along with baseline rates or hazards. In addition, additive models may also be more useful to assess underlying biologic interactions. 4, 5 In observational studies where the exposure is not randomly assigned, several approaches can be used to estimate causal effects. The first widely used approach seeks to correctly specify an outcome regression (OR) model to adjust for confounding. The second approach tries to mimic randomized trials using propensity score (PS) for either matching or reweighting the observations using inverse probability weights (IPW), which makes the exposure independent of covariates. An example is marginal structural models (MSMs). [6] [7] [8] The third approach, doubly robust estimators, 9, 10 combines the idea of outcome regression and IPW and has the advantage that the estimator is valid when either the propensity score model or the outcome regression model is misspecified, i.e., robust to the misspecification of one of the two models. In practice, it offers the users two chances to correctly or approximately correctly specify one of the models and get a causal estimate with little loss in efficiency compared with a correctly specified the outcome regression model. 9 This is an appealing property, because it may be easier to nearly correctly specify the propensity score model in some cases, while sometimes it may be easier to nearly correctly specify the outcome regression.
The present study proposed two doubly robust additive hazards models, which is motivated by estimating the effect of long-term PM 2.5 on survival. The World Health Organization estimates that PM 2.5 is associated with over three million deaths per year, based on multiple cohort studies. 11 To date, most studies have used Cox proportional hazards model or Poisson regressions and reported conditional hazard ratio or relative risk estimates. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] However, it is unclear whether a given increment of PM 2.5 will increase mortality rates more in populations where baseline rates are greater, and comparisons of additive to multiplicative models can inform this question. Additive hazards may allow easier identification of characteristics that modify risks 21 and provide a clearer interpretation than hazard ratios.
METHODS

Additive Hazards Model
We consider a counting process formulation of individual survival data. 22 Each subject i is followed over time from the start of year 1 to the end of year t i , which is the year of censoring or death whichever occurs first. Each record in the dataset represents one person-year of follow-up and contains covariates for person i in year j. We assume the covariates for each subject are constant within each follow-up year but can vary from year to year. Although some variables are likely to change within a year, it may be impractical to update them too frequently in many cohort studies (e.g. once per year in Medicare data; once per two years for some variables in the Nurses' Health Study). We assume noninformative right censoring, which is a common assumption made in many survival analyses and the epidemiology of long-term air pollution on survival. For example, administrative censoring is often considered noninformative because the censoring time is unrelated to the susceptibility of an individual to the exposure.
Additive hazards models consider that the exposure has an additive effect on hazard for each unit increase. Given the exposure x ij (the exposure of individual i in year j) and covariate vector v ij , we assume a parametric form of an additive hazards model according to Farrington (1996) 
where λ ij is the hazard for person i in year j, and s v ij ; γ γ ( ) is a function of v ij parametrized by γ. The likelihood of the model is given in eAppendix 1; http://links.lww.com/EDE/B260. The advantage of this formulation is that it preserves the interpretability of the effect of the exposure and considers a general functional form for the covariates. The disadvantage of the formulation is that it does not naturally bound the hazard to be nonnegative without a constraint on the parameter space which is a common issue of additive hazards models, and it considers an additive, rather than a more flexible, structure between the exposure and the function for the covariates. 
where D ij is an indicator of outcome for person i in year j, and "1×" indicates that each follow-up year is the unit of time and that all variables are assumed constant within a follow-up year.
Doubly Robust Additive Hazards Model
To estimate the causal effect of the exposure, we can adjust for variables that are the common causes of the exposure and outcome in the regression model. We can also mimic randomized trials and make the exposure independent of covariates through weighting. A simultaneous usage of regression adjustment and IPW will give the property of double robustness. A correct form of outcome regression removes the confounding between the exposure and survival through adjusting for covariates. A correct IPW creates a pseudo-population where the exposure becomes independent of all confounders.
Two doubly robust additive hazards models are proposed. We start the descriptions of the methods with the calculation of the IPW. We calculated the stabilized IPW under a normality assumption. Briefly, we fit a linear regression ( propensity score model) on X ij against a function of covariates V ij which explains the variation in the exposure. Assuming a normal distribution for the residuals N(0, σ 2 ) (this assumption can be relaxed using kernel density estimation 23 ), we calculated the conditional density of being exposed to the 
β is doubly robust to the misspecification of the propensity score and outcome regression (eAppendix 2; http://links.lww.com/ EDE/B260). It is consistent and asymptotically normal when at least one of the PS and OR is correctly specified. The asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of the regression coefficients could be estimated using the heteroscedasticity consistent
. A consistent variance estimator is obtained by plugging in the
Marginal structural model is a special case of DRAHM-A, where IPW is used to make the exposure independent of the covariates and the OR model does not contain any other covariates but the exposure (s(.) dropped). The Farrington's additive hazards model (i.e., OR) is also a special case of DRAHM-A where the weight for each observation is set to be equal.
A general description of the algorithm, an R function, and a SAS macro for DRAHM-A are given in the eAppendix 3; http://links.lww.com/EDE/B260.
Technicalities of DRAHM-B
DRAHM-B extends the scheme of the doubly robust estimators for binary treatment by categorizing a continuous exposure. 9 We first split the data into K partitions (℘ k ) where k = 1, 2, …, K with K −1 cutoffs at the 100/K th quantile of the exposure. In each of the partitions, the median exposure is denoted by x k . In the first stage, we fit the following model to the subset ℘ k :
The model is also fitted by an IPW-weighted Poisson regression with a logarithm link function. Using the fitted model for subset ℘ k , we predicted the probabilities of survival for each follow-up year in the entire population, had they all been in exposure category k. The average of those predicted probabilities is denoted using p k , which has an expectation of
In the second stage, we model
using an unweighted Poisson regression with a logarithm link function. The variance is similarly estimated using sandwich estimator
, where θ = (β 0
This approach is also doubly robust to misspecification of either the propensity score or the outcome regression and approximates the nonbinning approach as the number of bins increases (eAppendix 4; http://links.lww.com/EDE/B260).
Interpretations
The coefficient of the exposure represents the hazard difference for each one unit increase in the exposure. Because the logarithm link function is collapsible, the marginal effect and the conditional effect are numerically the same (eAppendix 5; http://links.lww.com/EDE/B260). Given a survival probability close to 1 per year, − − ( )
which is the probability of dying in each year given covariates. So the hazard difference is also approximately the risk difference (difference in the probability) of dying for each one unit increase in the exposure. This approximation may have a large bias for susceptible populations whose probability of survival is low. For example, for a positive effect, the estimated hazard difference underestimates the true risk difference. Multiplying the hazard difference by the number of people at risk per year will give the number of death attributable to each unit increase in exposure.
If we further assume no unmeasured confounders, positivity, and consistency, the coefficient for the exposure will estimate the causal hazard marginal or conditional difference for each one unit increase in exposure. The assumption of no unmeasured confounders is untestable. The estimates would still be an approximate to the true causal effect, if the specified propensity score and outcome regression models are close to the true model and the omitted variables are not influential. Sometimes it may be easier to collect information that explains the variation in exposure and correctly specify a propensity score, whereas in other cases, it may be easier to correctly specify an outcome regression.
The framework of doubly robust additive hazards models is flexible. Several extensions that relax the aforementioned assumptions are discussed in eAppendix 6; http://links. lww.com/EDE/B260. Because there are multiple choices of model, sensitivity analyses would be helpful to assess the robustness of the result.
Simulation Study
We assumed a 14-year follow-up with a constant baseline hazard, where j = 1, 2, …, 14. We simulated a binary covariate V 1 following Bernoulli (0.5), four time-invariant covariates V 2 , V 3 , V 4 , and V 5 for each person i following uniform(−0.5, 0.5), and five time-varying covariates V 6 , V 7 , V 8 , V 9 , and V 10 within each person-year ij following uniform(−0.5, 0.5). In the following three scenarios, we varied the number of subjects (n) as follows: 200, 500, 1,000, 2,000, 5,000, 10,000, 20,000, 50,000, and 100,000. All methods were tested using 1,000 randomly generated datasets.
Simulation 1: Double Robustness of DRAHM
The aim of simulation 1 is to show the double robustness of DRAHM. The exposure X ij was constructed by 7 0 8 0 1 7 8 9 10 
). With nonlinearity and interactive relationships, this formulation allows us to explore the consequences of model misspecification. β was either 0 or 0.005. The outcome variable (survival, 1 − D ij ) was constructed using a Bernoulli random variable with a probability of dying constructed in the former equation. Censoring time for each subject was generated from a uniform distribution of (0, 15). If an individual has a simulated censoring time greater than or equal to j and smaller than j + 1, person-years from j+1 onward will be censored. We compared DRAHM-A, DRAHM-B, marginal structural models, and outcome regression. The details are given in Table 1 .
Simulation 2: Dummy Variables in DRAHM
The aim is to assess the performance of DRAHM in the existence of dummy variables. We 8  9  9  10  6  7  10   4 , , ,
. β was either 0 or 0.005. So, β is confounded by follow-up year. Other settings are the same as simulation 1. We specifically compared the performance of DRAHM-A and DRAHM-B to model year as a dummy variable. Details for simulation 2 are given in Table 2 .
Simulation 3: Truncation of IPW
The aim is to assess the utility of truncating IPW (0, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20) from each tail of the distribution of IPW, when the error distribution has a heavier tail than normal distribution. We modified simulation 1 by replacing the residuals, N(0,1), in the true propensity score model with a standard t-distribution with three degrees of freedom. We used DRAHM-A, DRAHM-B, and marginal structural models where the functional form of propensity score was correct, but the error distribution was assumed normal, and the functional form of outcome regression was a linear combination (LC) of covariates (misspecified).
Motivating Example Data Analysis
We estimated the hazard difference of long-term exposure to PM 2.5 on the survival of Medicare beneficiaries (age ≥65) using doubly robust additive hazards models. We obtained the enrollment records of beneficiaries between 1 January 2000, and 31 December 2013, and who resided in one of the seven states in the Southeastern United States (Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee).
We constructed a counting process dataset starting from the maximum of 2000 or year of entry up to the year of death or censoring whichever occurred first. Most censoring is administrative at the end of the study period, which may make it plausible to assume that the censoring was noninformative. Note that the same Andersen-Gill data format can be used to fit both doubly robust additive hazards models and Cox proportional hazards regression.
The exposure was the annual PM 2.5 in the ZIP code tabulation area (ZCTA) that each beneficiary resided in, which was estimated using a hybrid satellite-based prediction model. 25 The confounders include individual-, ZCTA-, and county-level covariates (age, race, sex, socioeconomic status, medical history, and area-level health variables), which were assumed constant within a follow-up year but could vary between follow-up years. A detailed description of the covariates is published elsewhere 17 and is also given in eAppendix 7; http://links.lww.com/EDE/B260. The functional form for year in the denominator model of the propensity score. In addition, we added the correct functional form for V 1 − V 10 as specified in the data generating procedure.
b The functional form for year in the outcome regression (the left-hand side of the outcome regression is −ln(1 − E(D ij |X ij ,V ij )). x represents a linear term for the exposure variable in the simulation. In addition to the modeling of year, we included the correct functional form for V 1 − V 10 as specified in the data generating procedure.
We applied DRAHM-A, DRAHM-B, marginal structural models, and outcome regression to the dataset. The propensity score was constructed using a linear regression of PM 2.5 against calendar year, state, linear terms of the covariates described above, and (1) a constant time trend or (2) dummy variables for each follow-up year. s v ij ; γ γ ( ) in the outcome regression was the same as the propensity score model. In this motivating example, the outcome regression model may be less likely to represent the underlying biologic mechanism for probability of death, because the dataset does not measure a number of important individual-level covariates such as smoking, alcohol consumption, obesity, and family history of diseases. For example, individual-level smoking may be predictive of all-cause mortality and is not included in our outcome model. However, any association between smoking and PM 2.5 cannot be causal, i.e., smoking does not cause ambient air pollution to go up. Rather it is likely a result of some other variables such as poverty, which is predictive both of smoking and of living in a more highly polluted area. Hence, if poverty and other socioeconomic status factors are controlled for in the propensity score model, unbiased estimates are likely to be derived for PM 2.5 even in the absence of individual-level smoking in the outcome regression model. We conducted several stratified analyses to explore additive effect modifications by sex, race, age group, medical history, dual eligibility, and urbanicity. The hazard differences are compared with the estimated hazard ratios for the same set of subgroups reported in a previous publication. 17 The study protocol was approved by the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health Human Subjects Committee.
RESULTS
Simulation Study
In simulation 1, the misspecified outcome regression models produce biased estimates ( Figure 1A ) and higher mean squared errors (MSE) ( Figure 1B ) than the correct model. When either or both of propensity score and outcome regression is correctly specified, DRAHM-A and DRAHM-B have little bias (C and E) and a MSE lower than the model with a misspecified propensity score and outcome regression (D and F). The marginal structural model also has little bias when the propensity score is correctly specified but is biased when it is misspecified ( Figure 1G with 100 bins). When the number of subject (similarly sample size) is small but the number of bins is large (e.g., n < 500 for 100 bins), the binning makes the approach unstable and the coefficient not estimable. In simulation 2, DRAHM-A is doubly robust (eFigure 3a, b; http://links.lww.com/EDE/B260). DRAHM-B, however, is unable to predict the average probability of survival for the entire data (no estimates in [C] and [D] ), when the subset does not contain data for all follow-up years. In this case, DRAHM-B requires a correct specification of the propensity score to estimate the causal effect. The marginal structural model produces an estimate with little bias when the propensity score is correctly specified. In addition, the results are similar when the true β is 0.005 (eFigure 4; http://links.lww. com/EDE/B260).
When either or both of propensity score and outcome regression is correctly specified, the coverage of the sandwich estimator is close to the nominal value (0.95 in this case) in both simulations 1 and 2 (eFigure 5; http://links.lww.com/ EDE/B260). In simulation 1, the coverage of the confidence intervals for DRAHM-B approximates the nominal value as the number of bins increases (eFigure 6; http://links.lww.com/ EDE/B260).
When the residual of the true propensity score is t-distributed (simulation 3), a small percentage of truncation (0.5% or 1%) from each tail reduces the variance of the estimator (eFigures 7 and 8; http://links.lww.com/EDE/B260).
PM 2.5 and survival in the Southeast United States
The dataset for the motivating example contains 13 million Medicare beneficiaries that were followed-up a maximum of 14 years of follow-up from 2000 to 2013 in the seven Southeastern United States. 17 Using the propensity score model described above, we found that 0.002% of the IPW were influential and comprised of 99.99% of the IPW weights. To stabilize the estimates, we truncated the lowest and highest 1% of the IPW weights in the following analysis.
Using a common intercept for each follow-up year in the propensity score model and using DRAHM-A (Figure 2A) , we found an increase of 8.3 × 10 −4 (95% confidence interval = 7.8 × 10 −4 , 8.9 × 10 −4 ) in mortality hazard for each 1 μg m −3 increase in PM 2.5 . Using DRAHM-B, the hazard difference varied with the number of bins. We found an increase of 3.7 × 10 −4 in hazard using five bins and 1 × 10
for 1000 bins. By comparison, the hazard difference was 1.4 × 10 −3 using the marginal structural model and the hazard difference was 7 × 10 −4 using the outcome regression. Using a dummy variable for each follow-up year in the propensity score and outcome regression and using DRAHM-A ( Figure 2B ), we found that the hazard, which approximates the ) for each 1 μg m -3 increase in PM 2.5 . The estimate is causal if one of the propensity score model or the outcome regression model is correctly specified. The estimate of DRAHM-A is closer to that of the outcome regression without IPW weights and is lower than the marginal structural model ( Figure 2B ). Similar to simulation 2, DRAHM-B fails with the use of dummy variables for follow-up years. By comparison, we found a hazard ratio of 1.021 (1.019, 1.022) using Cox proportional hazard model adjusting for the same set of covariates. 17 We further found that an increase in the percentage of truncation from 1% to 5% resulted in a decrease in the effect estimate for PM 2.5 (eFigure 9; http://links.lww.com/EDE/B260).
Given that the average Medicare population per year, the results suggest that a 1 μg m -3 reduction of annual PM 2.5 exposure in these states could prevent 5. . This estimate may underestimate of the true mortality attributable for 1 μg m −3 reduction in annual PM 2.5 because of the approximation of risk difference using hazard difference.
The results for subgroup analyses are presented in Figure 3 (DRAHM-A, dummy variable for baseline hazard, 1% IPW truncation). We found that the hazard difference was substantially higher as age increases, among individuals with previous hospital admissions for congestive heart failure (CHF), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), diabetes, or myocardial infarction (MI); dual eligibility for Medicaid; and who reside in urban areas. By comparison, some effect modification using hazard difference (e.g., hospital admissions, dual eligibility) showed the same direction as hazard ratios, whereas some (e.g., age) does not. 17 In addition, we found that black people with dual eligibility had a hazard difference of 1.60 × 10 Table 1 . nature of the proposed approach makes the interpretation of the association clearer and easier. The hazard difference associated with the long-term effect of PM 2.5 is increased substantially with age: 0.02% for age 65-74, 0.25% increase per 1 μg m −3 for age 75-84, and 0.47% for age > 84. By comparison, the Cox model adjusting for the same set of variables suggested that the hazard ratio decreased with age. 17 This suggests that the baseline hazard is much higher among the oldest, and a larger increase on the additive scale may still correspond to a smaller increase on the multiplicative scale. The additive and multiplicative effect modifications by dual eligibility suggest that beneficiaries with a lower socioeconomic status (e.g., lower income) had a higher hazard (or approximately the probability) of death compared with beneficiaries with a higher socioeconomic status. Here, we found that people with any previous hospitalizations due to CHF, COPD, diabetes, or MI had a substantially higher hazard (or approximately the probability) of death associated with PM 2.5 . The direction of effect modification is the same for hazard difference and ratio. The effect estimate for people living in rural areas in the southeastern United States was also smaller.
CONCLUSIONS
Doubly robust additive hazards models can potentially be a useful approach to estimating hazard difference and is doubly robust to model misspecification. The applications to PM 2.5 added to the literature a hazard difference estimate with a novel and clearer interpretation.
